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INTRODUCTION

Drug Dependence and Abuse: A Selected Bibliography is a selected listing of references designed to provide an introduction to the scientific, as well as the more substantive popular drug abuse literature. The bibliography is intended for a broad audience encompassing advanced high school and college students writing research papers; teachers developing curricular materials; lawyers, gatekeepers, clergy and supportive professionals needing an overview of the problem and community leaders establishing libraries and drug abuse information centers.

Material for the bibliography was selected from the large volume of drug abuse literature according to some of the criteria listed below:

1. 1969 or 1970 books by recognizable and authoritative writers;
2. current research articles which reflect responsible factual conclusions and add to existing knowledge;
3. items which were cited in two or more significant bibliographies;
4. classical books, articles or studies, such as the Report of the Indian Hemp Commission;
5. factual literature in popular periodicals, such as the New York Times Magazine, which are meaningful additions to the literature.

To supplement these general guidelines for selection, professionals in the drug abuse field were asked for their comments on the bibliographic entries, suggestions for additions or deletions and their overall impression of the effectiveness of the publication. These recommendations were incorporated into the final draft along with newly published research material.

Some of the books and references consulted in the compilation of this bibliography are listed below.

1. Drugs on the College Campus by Helen G. Nowlis
2. The Drug Dilemma by Sidney Cohen
3. Resource Book for Drug Abuse Education, National Institute of Mental Health
4. A Bibliography of Drug Dependence by Helen F. Sells
6. Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs Library Acquisitions List
7. The Drug Dilemma. An annotated list of current paperbacks on drug use and abuse by R. R. Bowker Company

8. The Pharmacological Basis of Therapeutics by Louis S. Goodman and Alfred Gilman

Other sources of information include the reference tools listed in the Information Resources section and the many scientific articles with extensive footnotes that provide invaluable material for library research.

The Clearinghouse developed the twenty-one major subject areas of the bibliography through working with the literature and through consultation with experts in the field. These section headings are useful as broad classifications of the drug abuse material. Entries in each section are independent of each other. A citation appropriately falling in two categories is repeated in the second category, rather than resorting to an elaborate cross-reference system which is time-consuming for the reader.

The primary objective of this bibliography is to present an overview of the type of literature and research published in the drug abuse area. The Clearinghouse has attempted to categorize the material and to include a representative sampling of significant works in each category. Significant material often reflects opposing viewpoints and incompatible research results. This provides the reader with enough information resources to study the problem and to develop his own conclusions.

The Clearinghouse is planning to publish an annotated, updated edition of the bibliography in the near future. The information in each abstract will allow the reader to more easily identify the relevant material of his interest.

Entry in this listing does not represent endorsement of the cited works or their content.
SOCIO-CULTURAL ASPECTS


Gilbert, B. *Drugs in sports.* Sports Illustrated, June 23, June 30, and July 7, 1969. 3-part series.


ETIOLOGY


Vocational Rehabilitation Administration. *Rehabilitating the Narcotic Addict.*

Wikler, A. Conditioning factors in opiate addiction and relapse. In: Wilner,
pp. 85-100.

Available in paperback.


PREVENTION--PUBLIC INFORMATION


24

19


The pursuit of high: a report on our drug abuse epidemic and what you can do about it. *Medical Economics,* April 20, 1970. (Special Issue on Drugs).

PREVENTION--DRUG EDUCATION


National Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse Information. *Selected Drug Abuse Educa-


New York State Education Department. *Strand II: Sociological Health Problems--
Grades 4, 5, 6*. Washington: Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government
Printing Office, 1970. 58 pp. (Reprinted with permission by the National
Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse Information.)


Rhode Island State Department of Education. *An Educational Program Dealing
With Drug Abuse--Grades K-12*. Washington: Superintendent of Documents,
sion by the National Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse Information.)

San Francisco Unified School District. *Drugs and Hazardous Substances--Grades
Office, 1970. (Reprinted with permission by the National Clearinghouse for
Drug Abuse Information.)

School Health Education Study. *Health Education: A Conceptual Approach to
140 pp. Companion volumes listed below:

Teacher-student resources. Concept: Use of Substances that Modify Mood
and Behavior Arises From A Variety of Motivations.

Teaching-learning Guide for Levels 1, 2, 3, and 4. Concept: Use of
Substances that Modify Mood and Behavior Arises from a Variety of
Motivations. (4 Guides)

South Bay Union School District. *Drug Abuse Education Unit--Grades K-12.*
1970. 68 pp. (Reprinted with permission by the National Clearinghouse for
Drug Abuse Information.)

1970. 19 pp. (Reprinted with permission by the National Clearinghouse for
Drug Abuse Information.)

Weinswig, M. H., and Doerr, D. W. *Drug Abuse: A Course for Educators.* A
Report of the Butler University Drug Abuse Institute. Indianapolis:
PREVENTION—COMMUNITY ACTION


INFORMATION RESOURCES

American Drug Index. Philadelphia: Lippincott. (Published annually).


New and Non-official Drugs. Philadelphia: Lippincott. (Published annually).


PHARMACOLOGY, CHEMISTRY AND TOXICOLOGY


BEHAVIORAL, PHYSIOLOGICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EFFECTS


NARCOTICS


DEPRESSANTS


HALLUCINOGENS AND PSYCHOTOMIMETICS


CANNABIS AND DERIVATIVES


LITERATURE


PERIODICALS

Addictions. Toronto, Can.: Addiction Research Foundation.


Drug Dependence. Chevy Chase, Md.: National Clearinghouse for Mental Health Information.

Drug Research Reports. (The Blue Sheet). Washington: Drug Research Reports.


Journal of Drug Issues. Tallahassee, Fla.: Governor's Task Force on Narcotics, Dangerous Drugs and Alcohol Abuse.

Journal of Psychedelic Drugs. P. O. Box 27278, San Francisco, California 94127.


Psychedelic Information Bulletin. Lisa Bieberman, 26 Boylston St., Boston, Massachusetts 02138.
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COMMENTS
The National Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse Information, operated by the National Institute of Mental Health on behalf of the Federal agencies engaged in drug abuse education programs, is the focal point for Federal information on drug abuse. These Federal agencies are the Department of Justice, Bureau of Narcotics and Dangerous Drugs; Department of Health, Education, and Welfare; Office of Economic Opportunity; and the Department of Defense. The Clearinghouse distributes publications and refers specialized and technical inquiries to Federal, State, local, and private information resources. Inquiries should be directed to the National Clearinghouse for Drug Abuse Information, 5454 Wisconsin Avenue, Chevy Chase, Maryland 20015.